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	Part: PIC16F818
	Maker: 
	Pack: SOP18
	Stock: Reserved
	Unit price 
									for :
	    
									50: $2.85
	  
									100: $2.71
	1000: 
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			 Related Part Number
	
					PART	Description	Maker
	PIC16LF627A-I/ML PIC16LF627A-I/P PIC16F627A-I/SOG 	This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS FLASH-based 8-bit ...
This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS FLASH-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PIC architecture into an 18-pin package and is upwards comp
	Microchip

	PIC12F629-I/MF PIC12F629-I/P PIC12F675T-E/MF PIC12	This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS Flash-based 8-bit ...
This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS Flash-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PIC® MCU architecture into an 8-pin package and featur
8-Pin/ 8-Bit CMOS Microcontroller with EEPROM Data Memory
	Microchip

	PIC17C42A-16/PQ PIC17C44T-16/L PIC17C44T-16/PQ PIC	A newer device is available. Please consider PIC18F4220.        This powerful 8.25 MIPS (121 nanosecond instruction execution) yet ...
A newer device is available. Please consider PIC18F4220.                This powerful 8.25 MIPS (121 nanosecond instruction execution) ...
A newer device is available. Please consider PIC18F442.        This powerful 8.25 MIPS (121 nanosecond instruction execution) yet ...
High-Performance 8 Bit CMOS EPROM Microcontroller
	Microchip Technology

	PIC16C54T-HS/SO PIC16C54T-HS/SS PIC16C54T-HSE/SO P	A newer device is available. Please consider PIC16F54.
This powerful (100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit ...
A newer version of this device is available. Please consider PIC16C55A
A newer version of this device is available. Please consider PIC16C56A
A newer version of this device is available. Please consider PIC16C57C
This powerful (100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PIC architecture into a 28-pin package. Easily adapted for aut
This powerful(100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip¡¦s powerful PIC architecture into an 18-pin package. Easily adapted f
This powerful (100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PIC architecture into an 18-pin package. Easily adapted for au
This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS ROM-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PIC architecture into an 18-pin package. Easily adapted for au
This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS ROM-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PIC architecture into a 28-pin package. Easily adapted for aut
This powerful(100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit microcontroller ...
	Microchip

	PIC16C774T-E/L PIC16C774T-E/PT PIC16C773T-E/SO PIC	This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit ...
	Microchip

	PIC16F872T-E/SO PIC16F872T-E/SS PIC16F872-E/SO PIC	This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS FLASH-based 8-bit ...
	Microchip

	PIC14000-04/SO PIC14000-04/SP PIC14000-04/SS PIC14	This powerful (200 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit ...
	Microchip

	PIC16C54C PIC16F54 	This powerful (100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PIC architecture into an 18-pin package. Easily adapted for au
This powerful (100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 33 single-word instructions) FLASH-based 8-bit microcontroller packs Microchip’s powerful PICmicroarchitecture into an 18-pin package. Easily adapted fo
	Microchip

	PIC16C433T-E/SO AC164030 PIC16C433-E/SO 	This powerful (400 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 35 single word instructions) CMOS OTP-based 8-bit ...
	Microchip

	PIC18F248-E/SO PIC18F248-E/SP PIC18F448-E/L PIC18F	This powerful 10 MIPS (100 nanosecond instruction execution) yet easy-to-program (only 77 single word instructions) CMOS FLASH-based ...
	Microchip
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